
e d u c a t i o n
.master in communication and web technologies (Universidade de Aveiro, 2022)

.new communication technologies  (Universidade de Aveiro, 2017-2021)

e x p e r i e n c e
.fullstack developer: provision of services (Universidade de Aveiro, 2020-2021);

.fullstack developer: research scholarship (Universidade de Aveiro, 2021-2022);

portuguese (native), english.

spoken languages

.basic

.proficient/comfortable

programming/software

s k i l l s

about me

i find myself as a resilient and committed person in the projects i take part of and i’m always 
ready to learn new cutting edge tech and work in team

a programmer focused in developing stuff in front-end side of the web (js, ts, react, vue), 
but also with lots of knowledge in the back-end spectrum (node, php, golang etc.)

> creating websites, apps and whatnot;

> i’m josé soares, 26 years old;
> a front-end and back-end developer;
> from portugal - aveiro;

josé soares
josepsoares.dev@gmail.com



professional projects

MixMyVisit
.fullstack dev (provision of services/research scholarship - Universidade de Aveiro, 2020-2022)

During the time I was a research scholar in the MixMyVisit project I consider that my 
programming skills, front-end and back-end skills, improved a lot because of all the 
challenges I found. Also, I got a lot of experience with regard of developing in a project 
with goals, a budget, partners, and responsibilities. Overall, it was an enriching and 
important experience as a programmer.

.description

.self-assessment

javascript, typescript, nodejs, react, nextjs, php, laravel, ffmpeg, golang, flutter, 
postgresql, nginx etc.

The MixMyVisit project is made for public cultural spaces, like museums, in order to
enrich the visitor experience and their memory of the visit of the space.

The solution identifies the route of the visitor in the cultural space and creates an
automatic video with specific memoirs of the spaces/pieces seen by the visitor.

josé soares
josepsoares.dev@gmail.com



personal projects

ts, nextjs, react-query, chakra-ui

neverendingfantasy

development ongoing

a simple informational website about the videogames of the Final Fantasy franchise

https://github.com/josepsoares/neverendingfantasy

ts, nextjs, expo, tamagui, react-query, trpc, prisma, psql

meepley

development ongoing

a webapp to find people to play boardgames with

https://github.com/josepsoares/meepley

ts, astro, svelte, tailwind

bobo’s blog

development ongoing

website where the persona bobo, who is a bird, writes about irrelevant stuff

https://github.com/josepsoares/bobos-blog

ts, astro, vue, tailwind

bobo’s zoomeranime

development ongoing

website where the persona bobo, who is a bird, shares their favourite zoomer animes

https://github.com/josepsoares/bobos-zoomeranime

https://github.com/josepsoares/pokefav

ts, reactjs, rtk, firebase, chakra-ui

pokéfav

https://my-pokemon-project-aa51f.firebaseapp.com/

a website to explore pokémons, pokémon cards and do a quiz about the franchise

josé soares
josepsoares.dev@gmail.com


